Objective: There are several Markov models which simulate long-term aneurysm growth and rupture. By comparing multiple models, we cannot only find a way to accurately simulate the growth and rupture behavior of untreated aneurysms in our database, but also find the best model to simulate aneurysm behavior for other studies. This will let us identify which aneurysms require invasive treatment. Methods: We analyzed 290 aneurysms in 29 males and 177 females. The mean diameter was 4.5 ± 3.45 mm, and the mean age was 61 ± 13.22 years. We tested Markov Model I and Markov Model II to simulate growth and rupture over 30 years, and growth and rupture were functions of aneurysm volume. At five-year intervals, we calculated the odds ratio and used the One-Way ANOVA and Independent T-Test to test the effects of aneurysm diameter and growth on the rupture rate. Results: After 30 years, the mean aneurysm sizes were 9.18 ± 2.37 mm and 7.80 ± 6.44 mm for Markov Models I and II, respectively. The mean rupture rate was 13.93% ± 12.89% for Markov Model I and 14.15% ± 21.96% for Markov Model II. There was a significantly higher rupture rate and significant odds ratio for larger aneurysms and "Significant Growth" aneurysms at most five-year intervals. Conclusion: Aneurysms larger than 9.5 mm need immediate surgical treatment. For aneurysms between 3.5 -9.5 mm, early intervention is recommended if the growth rate exceeds 0.36 mm/year. Markov Model I is the optimal model for our database due to the unrealistically large aneurysms produced by Markov Model II.
Introduction
Intracranial aneurysms have a notable prevalence in the general population, where 3% -5% of individuals are affected. If left untreated, these aneurysms can rupture, leading to the life-threatening subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) [1] - [9] . The current mortality rate for SAH is estimated to be 40%, and an additional 20% of SAH cases lead to significant brain damage and permanent disability [1] [2] [4]- [6] [8] [9] . Because aneurysm rupture can be very debilitating, it is very important that we understand the risks of rupture as well as how unruptured aneurysms will behave over an extended period of time [9] - [12] .
However, it is challenging to observe the natural history of these aneurysms in the clinical population [5] [13] [14] . First, many high-risk aneurysms are treated immediately rather than followed for a long time. Because neurosurgeons are obligated to treat any aneurysms which are likely to rupture, we may not see what would have eventually happened to those aneurysms had they not been treated [7] . Second, it is impractical to follow a patient population for a long time because it is difficult to keep in contact with 100% of the patients. Additionally, some patients may die of other unrelated health problems. Thus, we would not see what eventually happens to all of the aneurysms in that population [5] [14] .
Because it is difficult to observe the natural history of aneurysms in patients, it is more practical to use a mathematical model to observe what would happen to the aneurysms if left untreated [9] [15] [16] . The studies by Yoshimoto and Chang both use a mathematical Markov chain model to predict the yearly growth rate and yearly rupture rate (YRR) of the aneurysms [15] [16] . The purpose of a Markov model is to simulate the behavior of an aneurysm to see the patterns of growth and rupture over a long period of time.
There are currently multiple Markov models in the literature, and we would like to compare these different models. By doing this, we can see what the different models predict for our aneurysm database and use this information to identify the optimal model for our database [3] . We can search for patterns as we evaluate aneurysm growth over time by seeing when the aneurysms would have a high risk of rupture as well as how many aneurysms would be likely to rupture in the long run [3] [4] [11] . Additionally, we can also see if certain variables such as larger aneurysms or rapidly-growing aneurysms increase the likelihood of an early aneurysm rupture as well as increasing the risk of rupture in general over the entire course of the study.
Our findings can be used to determine which aneurysms have a high risk of rupture as well as at what point in time they should be surgically treated. This would help neurosurgeons avoid risky surgical and invasive treatment for aneurysms until it is absolutely necessary [3] [6]- [8] [17] .
Objective
Our study used two Markov models to simulate the natural history of the aneurysms in our current database so that we could measure the amount of growth, rate of growth, and rate of rupture over a 30-year period. We tracked changes over time as well as evaluated the magnitude of the difference in the cumulative rupture probability (CRP) between different categories of the initial aneurysm size, the absolute amount of growth, and the yearly growth rate. Additionally, we determined how high of a risk of rupture there is in certain categories (in the above variables) compared to a baseline risk. We used the Independent T-Test, One-Way between Subjects ANOVA, and Odds Ratio calculation to evaluate all this. Our final analysis proposes the optimal treatment plan for different types of aneurysms.
Method

Demographics
Our aneurysm database consisted of 290 aneurysms in 206 patients, and the data was collected between 2005 and 2008. The follow-up time for the aneurysms ranged from 2 months to 79 months, with a mean follow-up time of 33 months (SD = 20.76 months).
There were 41 aneurysms in 29 males and 249 aneurysms in 177 females. The age of the patients ranged from 15 to 87 years, with a mean age of 61 ± 13.2 years. The initial aneurysm diameter (measured as the maximum diameter) ranged from 1.4 to 34.3 mm, with a mean of 4.5 ± 3.5 mm. When we converted the diameter to volume, the sizes ranged from 1.37 to 20176.8 mm 3 , with a mean aneurysm volume of 205.6 ± 1301.8 mm 3 . The absolute amount of growth ranged from −1.0 to 8.4 mm, with a mean of 0.5 ± 0.8 mm. The yearly growth rate ranged from −1.4 mm/year to 2.7 mm/year, with a mean of 0.27 ± 0.46 mm/year.
Imaging and Statistics
The original aneurysm data was collected from images via computed tomography angiography. Statistical tests were conducted using Microsoft Excel and SPSS. We used a p-value of 0.05 as the cutoff for statistical significance. For the odds ratios, the result was considered significant if the 95% confidence interval did not include "1". Because all cases of aneurysm rupture are predictions, we used the expected value of the number of ruptured aneurysms when calculating the odds ratio.
Markov Model I
Markov Model I was originally used by Yoshimoto [16] . We modified the model by removing the equation to predict aneurysm formation because we were interested in what would happen to the current aneurysms in our database. Yoshimoto predicts that the yearly growth rate is related to the aneurysm volume, and the specific formula for volume is as follows:
This formula is used instead of the traditional volume formula in order to account for the balloon-like shape of the aneurysms [16] .
According to Yoshimoto, the mean yearly growth rate is 10 mm 3 /year. However, we added a step to account for variation in the growth rates of each aneurysm by assigning 50% of the aneurysms a growth rate >10 mm 3 /year and 50% of the aneurysms a growth rate <10 mm 3 /year. This is similar to using Gaussian probability which was employed by Chang's study [15] . Yoshimoto's sensitivity analysis used 5 mm 3 /year and 15 mm 3 /year as the lower and upper bounds, respectively. We took these two bounds and marked them as the 2 SD mark from the mean so that 15 mm 3 /year was +2 SD from the mean and 5 mm 3 /year was −2 SD from the mean. Thus the SD for the yearly growth rate was 2.5 mm 3 /year. In order to determine the specific growth rate for each aneurysm, we first determined which aneurysms were more likely to grow faster. The aneurysms were ranked based on their current yearly growth rate and given a percentile so that the slowest growing aneurysm would be at the 1 st percentile while the fastest growing aneurysm would be at the 99 th percentile. We then calculated a z-score for each aneurysm (based on the percentile) to see how far above or below the mean growth rate this particular aneurysm's growth rate was at. We transferred this z-score data to the range of growth rates (10 ± 2.5 mm 3 /year) by using the z-score as the SD marker for each aneurysm. Based on the SD marker, we calculated the specific growth rate for each aneurysm. As an example, an aneurysm at the 63 rd percentile in monthly growth rate (meaning that it grew faster than 63% of the other aneurysms) would have a z-score of +0.33, meaning that it is +0.33 SD above the mean growth rate. When this z-score is transferred to the range of growth rates (10 ± 2.5 mm 3 /year), this particular aneurysm's growth rate would be +0.33 SD above the mean growth rate of 10 mm 3 /year, and this comes out to be 10.84 mm 3 /year. Yoshimoto calculated the rupture rate to be a function of the aneurysm volume:
The unit used for aneurysm volume is mm 3 , and the YRR is expressed as a percentage [16] . We did not make any changes to this portion.
Markov Model II
Markov Model II was originally used by Chang [15] . We used the same formula from Markov Model I to calculate the aneurysm volume. We did not use the formula for growth rate in this study. Instead, for each aneurysm, we used the growth rate that it had displayed since it was originally identified because this was more representative of each aneurysm's true growth behavior. We converted the linear growth rates in our data into cubic growth rates because Markov Model II required a cubic growth rate. We did this by converting the initial and final aneurysm diameters of each aneurysm into volumes, measuring the difference between the initial and final volumes, and dividing the difference by the follow-up time. Some aneurysms had negative growth rates, meaning that these aneurysms would consistently shrink over the 30-year simulation. Because consistent decreases in size are unrealistic, we changed these aneurysms' growth rates to be 0 mm 3 /year.
Chang also calculated the rupture rate as a function of the aneurysm volume: 5 3 Yearly Rupture Rate 1.14 10 Aneurysm Diameter
The unit for diameter is mm, and the YRR is expressed as a decimal [15] . We did not change this portion.
Long-Term Simulation
The long-term simulation occurred over a period that went 30 years into the future. The current aneurysm volumes are recorded as the aneurysm sizes at Year 0. Because none of the aneurysms have ruptured yet, the CRP for Year 0 is 0%. The aneurysm volumes for Year 1 were equal to the volume during Year 0 plus the respective growth rate for each aneurysm. Using the new volumes for Year 1, we calculated the YRR for Year 1 using the formula for rupture rate. The aneurysm volumes for Year 2 would be equal to the volume during Year 1 plus the respective growth rate for each aneurysm, and again, we could calculate the YRR for Year 2 by inserting the new volumes into the formula for rupture rate. This process was repeated for Years 3 through 30. We ran a separate simulation for each model.
Long-Term Cumulative Rupture Probability
After the 30-year simulation, we had the YRRs for Years 1 through 30. We chose to find the CRP at 5-year intervals, thereby calculating it at Years 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30. To do this, we first derived the probabilities of "No Rupture" for each year from Year 1 through 30 by subtracting the YRR from 100%. Next, for each aneurysm we multiplied the probability of "No Rupture" for Year 1 by the probabilities of "No Rupture" for Years 2 through 5. This gave us the cumulative probability of "No Rupture" at Year 5, and we subtracted this from 100% to obtain the CRP at Year 5. We repeated this process for the remaining years in order to find the CRP at Years 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30.
Independent T-Test and One-Way between Subjects ANOVA
We used the simulation data to compare the long-term changes in the probability of rupture between different categories of aneurysms to see if certain variables were risk factors for rupture. The variables we tested were the initial aneurysm diameter, absolute amount of growth, and yearly growth rate. For the initial aneurysm diameter, we used two methods of categorization: in Method A, the categories were "Less than 4.6 mm", "4.6 -9.4 mm", and "9.5 mm or More"; in Method B, the categories were "Less than 3.5 mm", "3.5 -10.5 mm", and "10.6 mm or More" [8] [18] . For the absolute amount of growth, the categories were "Significant Growth" and "Non-Significant Growth", and we tried three different cutoffs to differentiate between those two categories: 0.8 mm growth, 0.9 mm growth, and 1.0 mm growth. For the yearly growth rate, we again divided the categories into "Significant Growth" and "No Significant Growth", and we used a cutoff of 0.36 mm/year to differentiate between the two categories. We compared the differences in the CRP at each 5-year intervals, using the Independent T-Test for the absolute amount of growth and yearly growth rate and the One-Way between Subjects ANOVA for the initial aneurysm diameter. We conducted these tests once for each model.
Odds Ratio
We calculated the odds ratio for the initial aneurysm diameter (using both Method A and Method B of categorization), absolute amount of growth, and yearly growth rate. The odds ratio would let us determine how much more likely certain categories of initial aneurysm diameter or aneurysm growth are to rupture compared to a baseline group of aneurysms. We calculated the odds ratio at each of the 5-year intervals. The baseline categories were the smallest group of initial aneurysm diameters ("Less than 4.6 mm" for Method A and "Less than 3.5 mm for Method B") when testing the initial aneurysm diameters and "Non-Significant Growth" when testing the absolute amount of growth and yearly growth rate. We did the odds ratio tests once for each model.
Results
Our aneurysms grew substantially over the 30-year simulation, and there was a steady increase in the YRR and CRP during that same time period.
Long-Term Changes in Aneurysm Size
For Table 1 lists all the data at each 5-year interval. Figure 1 displays the trend in growth over time.
Long-Term Changes in Yearly Rupture Rate and Cumulative Rupture Probability
For Markov Model I, the YRR increased over time due to the increase in the aneurysm volumes, and by Year 30, the mean YRR was 1.0% (SD = 2.6%), ranging from 0.2% -40.7%. Similarly, at the end of the 30 year simulation, the CRP ranged from 4.0% -100.0%, with a mean of 13.9% (SD = 12.9%).
For Markov Model II, the YRR once again increased in general over time. By Year 30, the mean YRR was 2.3% (SD = 10.8%), and it ranged from 0.0% -100.0%. Moreover, the CRP at Year 30 ranged from 0.1% -100.0%, with a mean of 14.2% (SD = 22.0%). The complete data is listed in Table 2 . Figure 2 displays the trend in CRP over time.
Independent T-Test and One-Way between Subjects ANOVA
When we did the Independent T-Tests and One-Way ANOVAs for Markov Model I, our results show that for the initial aneurysm diameter, there was a statistically significant difference in the CRP using both Method A and Method B. The p-value was less than 0.001 at all of the 5-year intervals (Years 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30).
For the absolute amount of growth, we also found a statistically significant difference in the CRP at every 5-year interval except Year 5 when 0.8 mm was used as the cutoff between "Significant and "Non-Significant" growth. When we used the 0.9 mm and 1.0 mm cutoffs, there was a statistically significant difference in the CRP at all 5-year intervals. For the yearly growth rate, there was a statistically significant difference in the CPR between "Significant Growth" aneurysms and "Non-Significant Growth" aneurysms for all of the 5-year intervals except Year 5 ( Table 3 ). Cumulative rupture probability over time. The cumulative rupture probability steadily increases to the same value under both models. When we used Markov Model II, our results show that for the initial aneurysm diameter, there was also a statistically significant difference in the CRP using both Method A and Method B. The p-value was again less than 0.001 at all of the 5-year intervals. For both the absolute amount of growth (for all three cutoffs) and the yearly growth rate, we also found a statistically significant difference in the CRP between "Significant Growth" aneurysms and "Non-Significant Growth" aneurysms for all of the 5-year intervals ( Table 3 ). Figure 3, Figure 4 , and Figure 5 display the trends in CRP when we tested for the effects of initial aneurysm diameter, absolute amount of growth, and yearly growth rate, respectively.
Odds Ratio for Initial Aneurysm Diameter
For Markov Model I, there were several significant odds ratios for both Method A and Method B of categorization for initial aneurysm diameter. When we used Method A, we did not find a significant odds ratio for the "4.6 -9.4 mm" category at any of the 5-year intervals, but we did find a significant odds ratio at every 5-year interval for the "9.5 mm or More" category. Similarly, when we used Method B, there were no significant odds ratios for the "3.5 -10.5 mm" category for any of the 5-year intervals, but there was a significant odds ratio at each 5-year interval for the "10.6 mm or More" category.
When we tested the absolute amount of growth, there were no significant odds ratios for any 5-year interval when 0.8 mm and 0.9 mm were used as the cutoffs between "Significant Growth" and "Non-Significant Growth", but there was a significant odds ratio for every 5-year interval when 1.0 mm was used as a cutoff. Additionally, there were no significant odds ratios for any 5-year interval when yearly growth rate was tested ( Table 4) .
For Markov Model II, there were also significant odds ratios for both Method A and Method B. For Method A, there were significant odds ratios at each 5-year interval for the "9.5 mm or More" category as well as at every 5-year interval (except Year 5) for the "4.6 -9.4 mm" category. For Method B, there were significant odds ratios at every 5-year interval for the "10.6 mm or More" category, and for the "3.5 -10.5 mm" category, there were significant odds ratios for Years 15, 20, 25, and 30. For both absolute amount of growth (using all three cutoffs to differentiate "Significant Growth" and "NonSignificant Growth") and yearly growth rate, there were significant odds ratios for all of the 5-year intervals ( Table 5 ).
Discussion
Analyzing Long-Term Aneurysm Growth
The aneurysms steadily grew over the 30-year simulation. With Markov Model I, the smaller aneurysms grew at a faster rate while the larger aneurysms stayed around the same size, consistent with a previous study [13] . Thus, the range for both the aneurysm volume and diameter has become smaller over the course of the simulation, indicating that there is less variation in size. With Markov Model I, the mean diameter steadily increases from 4.5 mm at Year 0 to 9.2 mm at Year 30. This is a substantial increase in the mean diameter over the 30 year period, and even the minimum aneurysm diameter is 6.1 mm after 30 years. Similarly, with Markov Model II, the mean diameter increases steadily from 4.5 mm at Year 0 to 7.8 mm at Year 30. However, this increase is not as large as the size change under Markov Model II, and the smallest aneurysms still have a diameter of 1.4 mm. However, the general trends allow us to conclude that even small aneurysms, if left untreated, have a high probability of growing to become fairly large aneurysms, thereby increasing the risk of rupture.
Analyzing the Rupture Rate
The probability of rupture increases each year as the aneurysm grows in size [19] . However, the individual rupture probability never becomes noticeably high until we look at the large aneurysms (initial diameter > 9.5 mm). Table 4 . This table lists the odds ratios for the different categories of initial aneurysm diameter and aneurysm growth when using Markov Model I. The baseline categories were "Less than 4.6 mm" for Method A of initial aneurysm diameter; "Less than 3.5 mm" for Method B of initial aneurysm diameter; and "Non-Significant Growth" for the absolute amount of growth and yearly growth rate. The 95% confidence intervals are included in the parentheses. [23] . Thus, we can say that aneurysms with a diameter ≤9.5 mm will most likely not rupture, and therefore, the risks of surgical intervention (which range from 10% -20%) may outweigh the small benefits of preventing what was already an unlikely case of aneurysm rupture [7] [17] [24] . However, the smaller and medium-sized aneurysms may still need to be carefully monitored if significant size changes occur. The mean CRP seems fairly high for both models. For Markov Model I, the mean CRP steadily increases from 1.9% at Year 5 to 13.9% at Year 30, and for Markov Model II, it increases from 2.5% at Year 5 to 14.2% at Year 30. However, the CRPs had a positive skew. At Year 30 (under Markov Model I), only 32 aneurysms had a CRP above 20%; only nine aneurysms had a CRP above 40%; and only six aneurysms had a CRP above 50%. The skew was also present with Markov Model II, although it was smaller. At Year 30, 59 aneurysms had a CRP above 20%; 31 aneurysms had a CRP above 40%; and 18 aneurysms had a CRP above 60%. These few unusually high CRPs can be attributed to the outliers in aneurysm size in our database (initial diameter >9.5 mm), and this increases the mean CRP. For Markov Model II, the mean growth rate for the aneurysms was 33 mm 3 /year (compared to 10 mm 3 /year for Markov Model I), and this may explain the higher distribution of CRPs for Markov Model II. If we only consider the aneurysms with an initial diameter less than or equal to 9.5 mm, the CRP would likely be much lower than 13% -14% at Year 30 under both models.
Additionally, the YRR also had a distribution with a positive skew, with the majority of the YRRs falling below 1%. With Markov Model I (at Year 30), only 37 aneurysms had a YRR above 1%, and only five aneurysms had a YRR above 5%. With Markov Model II, the skew was also present although it was smaller. At Year 30, 41 aneurysms had a YRR above 2%, and nine aneurysms had a YRR above 10%. This can again be attributed to the few outliers in aneurysm size.
Overall Expected Outcome
The expected value of ruptured aneurysms represents the most likely outcome for the number of ruptured aneurysms over the course of the simulation. We calculated the expected value at each 5 year mark. By Year 5 (under Markov Model I), we would most likely expect 5 out of the 290 aneurysms to have ruptured, leaving 285 aneurysms unruptured. We would expect Approximately 13% -14% of the aneurysms would rupture over the 30 year period, indicating that the majority of the aneurysms will not rupture in the long term due to the low rupture rate. This is consistent with the literature which states that most aneurysms do not rupture. The aneurysms that are predicted to rupture mainly consist of large and/or fast-growing aneurysms. Thus, instead of risky surgical treatment, regular follow-up visits and imaging results will suffice for all but the largest aneurysms.
Analyzing the Independent T-Test and One-Way between Subjects ANOVA Results
The CRP is significantly different between the different categories of initial aneurysm diameters. This is consistent with previous studies [5] [23] . The large categories of initial aneurysm diameter ("9.5 mm or More" and "10.6 mm or More") have a significantly higher CRP compared to the other two categories of initial aneurysm diameters, and the middle-sized categories ("4.6 -9.4 mm" and "3.5 -10.5 mm") have a significantly higher CRP compared to the small categories of initial aneurysm diameters ("Less than 4.6 mm" and "Less than 3.5 mm") after 10 years (Figure 3) . We already expect that the initial aneurysm size affects the CRP based on the models, but our results allow us to quantify the risk of rupture for each group of aneurysms.
The CRP is usually significantly higher for "Significant Growth" aneurysms when compared to "Non-Significant Growth" aneurysms, and this applied to both the absolute amount of growth and the yearly growth rate (Figure 4 and Figure 5 ). This is again consistent with previous studies, and aneurysm growth should be another factor to consider when deciding on a treatment plan for each aneurysm. We can conclude that aneurysms that have grown quickly in the past are more likely to rupture during the long term due to continued rapid growth [14] [25]. 
Odds Ratio Analysis
For the initial aneurysm diameter, the odds ratio was always significant for the largest category of aneurysms. Under Markov Model I, the largest aneurysms were approximately 16 -21 times more likely to rupture during a 30-year period, and under Markov Model II, they were 90 -130 times more likely to rupture. The middle group of aneurysms had significant odds ratios starting at Year 15 when Markov Model II was used (they did not have a significant odds ratio at all under Markov Model I), and by Year 30, they were 2 -4 times more likely to rupture.
For the absolute amount of growth (under Markov Model I), the odds ratio was only significant when using the 1.0 mm cutoff (starting at Year 10). The "Significant Growth" aneurysms were approximately 2 -2.5 times more likely to rupture by Year 30 compared to "Non-Significant Growth" aneurysms. For Markov Model II, "Significant Growth" aneurysms were 4.1 -5.3 times more likely to rupture over 30 years. When we tested the yearly growth rate, there was only a significant odds ratio for Markov Model II, where "Significant Growth" aneurysms were 7.3 times more likely to rupture by Year 30.
These findings suggest that we definitely need immediate aggressive treatment for large aneurysms (<9.5 mm diameter). For medium-sized aneurysms (3.5 -9.5 mm diameter), not all aneurysms may need aggressive treatment due to the relatively lower risk, and one way to identify which medium-sized aneurysms need invasive treatment may be to look for significant aneurysm growth (due to the risk identified for "Significant Growth" aneurysms). If the growth rate exceeds 0.36 mm/year for these medium-sized aneurysms, surgical intervention is recommended.
Comparing the Models
At first look, both models produce very similar results. Markov Model I had a mean CRP of 13.9% after 30 years while Markov Model II had a similar CRP of 14.2%. Thus, both models predict similar overall outcomes in the long term, and we must look into other factors to evaluate which model is the more optimal model for our aneurysm database.
When examining the distribution of aneurysm size, the range is much smaller for Markov Model I, mostly because we assigned somewhat similar growth rates to the aneurysms. The largest aneurysm diameter after 30 years is 34.4 mm, and this is realistic. With Markov Model II, the largest diameter after 30 years is 51.8 mm, and another two aneurysms have diameters above 45 mm. It is unrealistic to expect even one aneurysm to grow that large, and these unrealistic aneurysm sizes weigh against Markov Model II.
However, the range of sizes for Markov Model I shows that the smallest aneurysm after 30 years is 6.1 mm in diameter, implying that there are no aneurysms smaller than that. On the other hand, Markov Model II predicts that there will still be several smaller aneurysms after 30 years (as small as 1.4 mm in diameter). While small aneurysms can grow fast, it is more realistic to expect some aneurysms to remain small instead of saying that all aneurysms will be larger than 6 mm. This weighs in favor of Markov Model II.
The One-Way ANOVAs, Independent T-Tests, and odds ratio tests provide another comparison. For the most part, both models produce low p-values when using the One-Way ANOVA and Independent T-Test in order to compare the differences in CRP between the different categories of aneurysm diameter and growth. However, Markov Model I did not produce a significant p-value for the absolute amount of growth (with a 0.8 mm cutoff) and yearly growth rate at Year 5, while Markov Model II produced significant p-values for all tests at each 5-year interval. Furthermore, even when comparing the significant p-values, Markov Model II produced lower p-values on average. These results weigh in favor of Markov Model II.
Additionally, the odds ratio tests provided similar results. When Markov Model I was used, there were no significant odds ratios for the middle categories of initial aneurysm diameter, and with aneurysm growth, the only significant odds ratio occurred when we tested the absolute amount of growth with a 1.0 mm cutoff. In contrast, when we used Markov Model II, we found significant odds ratios at most 5-year intervals for the middle categories of initial aneurysm diameter, and we also found significant odds ratios for all of the tests for aneurysm growth (at every 5-year interval). This ability to more accurately quantify the risk of rupture means that Markov Model II is the better model in this sense.
Lastly, we compare the structure of the two models. The rupture portions of the functions are similar in both models, and the volume is also calculated in the same method for both models. The growth equations are the main difference. Markov Model I has a narrow range of growth values (5 -15 mm 3 /year), which is not the most ideal setup because aneurysms do grow at a wide variety of rates. While Markov Model II has a wider range of growth values, it does assume that some aneurysms will continuously grow at a very fast rate. Although this model takes the aneurysms' previous growth history into account, we cannot realistically expect many aneurysms to keep growing very fast. Thus, neither model has a clear advantage in terms of structure.
After accounting for all this, we conclude that Markov Model I is better. The biggest thing taken into consideration was the aneurysm sizes. Markov Model II produces several very high aneurysm sizes after 30 years, and this reveals a serious flaw with that model. Although Markov Model I does not produce too many small aneurysms after 30 years, this is not as significant a shortcoming as the large aneurysm sizes. Additionally, the higher number of statistically significant results that were produced by Markov Model II can be attributed to the unrealistically large aneurysm sizes under Markov Model II. Thus we believe that Markov Model I is currently the better fit for our aneurysm database.
Limitations
There were a couple limitations for this study. First, the mathematical model that we employed had the same constant for the rupture rate (0.002) for all aneurysms, indicating that the aneurysm volume was the only factor in determining the rupture rate. However, this may not be completely accurate because it is possible for two aneurysms with the exact same volume to have different probabilities of rupture due to other reasons. While we had the option of creating variation for the constant (like we did for the cubic growth rate), we chose not to because we could not find any fair way to assign different rupture constants to each aneurysm. If we can determine a fair method to assign different rupture constants to each aneurysm, we can repeat the simulation and see what occurs.
Our second limitation is that this simulation only provides information on what would happen to our current database of aneurysms. It does not give any general results such as the overall growth rate, rupture rate, or mean aneurysm size in the population at large, especially because our database is somewhat unrepresentative due to the very low prevalence of large aneurysms. If we can computerize the simulation, we would then be able to also calculate the full Markov model and its five health states [16] .
Future Directions
One future direction is to find a way to assign different rupture constants to each aneurysm when calculating the rupture rate so that we can account for natural differences in the anatomy of each aneurysm. Additionally, another future direction is to come up with our own Markov model and compare it to the existing models to see which model is the best fit.
Conclusion
In conclusion, aneurysms, if left untreated, can grow a large amount over a long term, and the aneurysms in our database could potentially double in size during a 30-year period. Larger aneurysms and "Significant Growth" aneurysms had a significantly higher CRP. The large aneurysms (initial diameter > 9.5 mm) should be treated immediately due to a high risk of rupture in the first few years. Medium-sized aneurysms (initial diameter between 3.5 -9.5 mm) have a moderate risk of rupture and should be monitored for significant size increases. Not all aneurysms in this group need invasive treatment, but if the growth rate for any of these aneurysms exceeds 0.36 mm/year, surgical intervention may be necessary. When comparing the two models, Markov Model I was the optimal model due to the more realistic aneurysm sizes. However, this model should be modified to include more variables, vary the rupture rates of the aneurysms, and increase the range of growth rates.
